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From their origin as premier headphones for classrooms, 
TWT Audio has evolved into an exceptional value product line for all 
users. All products are developed with four design principles that 
ensure all users have an immersive listening experience. With the 
integral technological guidance from Emmy award-winning audio 
engineer Mark Howlett, TWT Audio has developed high-quality, 
value-driven headphones and headsets that provide superior 
user experience and withstand the rigors of daily use by 
students, adults, and professionals of all ages. Since its 
inception just seven years ago, TWT Audio has grown from 
a family-run business to one of the top-selling brands in 
its category, continually innovating to meet the ever-
changing needs of the audio landscape.

OUR STORY 
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 MODULAR
 EAR CUSHION
REPLACEMENTS 
AND UPGRADES 

INTERCHANGEABLE 
 CABLES AVAILABLE
 IN 3.5MM, USB-A,
AND USB-C

AUDIO CURVE 
DESIGNED 
FOR LESS EAR 
FATIGUE AND 
COMFORTABLE 
EXTENDED USE 

 SUPERIOR SOUND QUALITY
 WITH TWO CUSTOM
 DESIGNED AUDIO CURVES
AND 40MM DRIVERS

 ON-EAR PUSH BUTTON
VOLUME CONTROL

TWT AUDIO’S FIRST 
 WIRELESS HEADPHONE  
WITH BUILT-IN MICROPHONE

 ACOUSTICALLY TUNED
AND PORTED EAR CUPS

 LUXURIOUS 24MM THICK
SEAMLESS EAR CUSHIONS

 INNOVATIVE AND
DURABLE STRUCTURING

 MODULAR EAR CUSHIONS 
 FOR EASY REPLACEMENT 
AND UPGRADES REVO

MODULARITY

Stylistically modify and extend the lifespan of your 
headphone or headset in seconds with the REVO’s 
game-changing Stealth Release™.  Hidden from plain 
sight (and curious students), seamlessly remove, clean, 
and replace both ear cushions with applied pressure, 
or easily swap out the modular cable with a 3.5mm, 
USB-A, or USB-C cable option to future-proof your 
district or classroom.

EDUCATION’S FIRST 
MODULAR HEADPHONE 
AND HEADSET

The TW340 REVO with Stealth Release™ is a 100% 
over-ear wireless headphone combines state-of-the-
art technology with audio excellence to create an 
affordable, adaptable, and satisfying mobile listening 
experience. Features include an onboard microphone, 
superior sonics, and unique ear cup swivel technology 
to fit each listener perfectly. The thick and luxurious 
ear cushions gently surround and insulate the ear 
to provide unbeatable sound quality and minimize 
background noise. Enjoy up to 20 hours of playback 
with a quick charge using a basic USB-C, or plug 
into your device of choice with a detachable 3.5mm 
jack audio cord. Sleekly designed with Bluetooth 5.2 
technology,  and custom-tuned 40mm drivers makes 
the TW340 REVO TWT Audio’s first modular and 
most innovative wireless headphones.

 REVO
WIRELESS
TW-340
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The REVO with Stealth Release™ is a premium 
over-ear headset that offers exceptional sound, 
precise vocal capture, and adjustable ear cups for a 
perfect fit. It combines state-of-the-art technology 
with affordability, adaptability, and satisfaction. The 
headset features thick, luxurious ear cushions for 
comfort and insulation, a sleek mic boom with a 
discreet boom-lift mute function, and advanced noise 
reduction for superior audio quality. With its modern 
design, custom-tuned 40mm drivers, and easily 
replaceable parts, the REVO provides a revelatory 
listening experience.

TW-310(3.5MM TRRS)  
TW-320 (USB-A) & TW330 (USB-C)

 REVO
HEADSET

The TW300 REVO with Stealth Release™ is a 100% 
over-ear headphone — featuring superior sonics and 
unique ear cup swivel technology to fit each listener 
perfectly — combines state-of-the-art technology with 
audio excellence to create an affordable, adaptable, 
and satisfying listening experience. The thick and 
luxurious ear cushions gently surround and insulate 
the ear to provide unbeatable sound quality and 
minimize background noise. A sleek design couples 
with custom-tuned 40mm drivers and easy-to-remove 
and -replace modular ear cushions and cables to 
make the TW300 REVO an innovative headphone that 
will last the test of time.

 REVO
HEADPHONE
TW-300 (3.5MM TRS)

 SUPERIOR SOUND QUALITY
 FROM CUSTOM DESIGNED
40MM DRIVERS

INTERCHANGEABLE 
 CABLES AVAILABLE IN 
3.5MM, USB-A, AND USB-C

 ACOUSTICALLY TUNED AND
 PORTED EAR CUPS

 UPGRADED MIC BOOM WITH
 COMPACT PROFILE AND 
BOOM-“UP” MUTE SWITCH

 INNOVATIVE AND
DURABLE STRUCTURING

 LUXURIOUS 24MM THICK
SEAMLESS EAR CUSHIONS

 SUPERIOR SOUND
 QUALITY FROM
 CUSTOM DESIGNED
40MM DRIVERS

INTERCHANGEABLE 
 CABLES FOR EASY
 REPLACEMENT

 ACOUSTICALLY TUNED
AND PORTED EAR CUPS

 LUXURIOUS 24MM
 THICK SEAMLESS 
EAR CUSHIONS

 ERGONOMICALLY
SLEEK STRUCTURE

 INNOVATIVE AND
DURABLE MATERIALS
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The DURO headset provides a new level of audio 
quality and unparalleled comfort in a specially 
designed over-ear model. TWT Audio’s “comfort-first” 
construction and unique ear cup swivel technology 
minimize external noise infiltration. At the same time, 
the flip-down omnidirectional microphone boom 
captures diverse vocal qualities and inflections—out 
of chewing range. Utilizing sensitive omni capsule 
technology and 40mm drivers for unmatched sound 
quality, the DURO is the optimal over-ear headset for 
everyday usage, wherever you are.  

TW-210 (3.5MM TRRS) 
TW-220 (USB-A)

 DURO
HEADSET

The DURO TW200 over-ear headphone—featuring 
unique ear cup swivel technology and improved 
sonic quality—was designed for a gentler listening 
experience. The soft-contour, gapless cushion design 
insulates the ear, directing audio toward the ear canal 
rather than outside the cup, reducing the possibility 
of distracting neighboring students. A durable design 
coupled with 40mm drivers delivering exceptional 
sound clarity, the TW200 headphones are built for 
long-lasting, everyday use from the classroom, office, 
or home.

DURO
HEADPHONE
TW-200 (3.5MM TRS)

 ERGONOMICALLY 
SHAPED EAR CUSHIONS

INLINE VOLUME CONTROL

 “COMFORT-FIRST”
COMPRESSION HEADBAND

 CHEW RESISTANT
FABRIC CABLE

OPTIMIZED
AUDIO CURVE 

 “COMFORT-FIRST”
COMPRESSION HEADBAND

OPTIMIZED
AUDIO CURVE

 CHEW RESISTANT
FABRIC CABLE

 ERGONOMICALLY SHAPED 
EAR CUSHIONS

 40MM DRIVERS CREATE 
UNMATCHED SOUND QUALITY

 40MM DRIVERS CREATE 
UNMATCHED SOUND QUALITY

 ADUJSTABLE OMNI-DIRECTIONAL 
FLIP-DOWN MICROPHONE
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 CHEW RESISTANT
FABRIC CABLE

 ERGONOMICALLY
 SHAPED EAR
CUSHIONS

 30MM DRIVERS
 DELIVERING HI
FIDELITY SOUND

 DURABLE
 POLYMER
CONSTRUCTION

TW-110 (3.5MM TRRS) 
TW-120 (USB-A)

 ERGO
HEADSET

The ERGO headset combines our ergonomic-friendly 
headphones with microphone capabilities for total 
connectivity and hours of comfort. Equipped with 
30mm drivers delivering extraordinary sound, this 
design provides the ideal amount of compression and 
frequency isolation for clear audio without applying 
unnecessary pressure to delicate ears. A flip-down, 
omnidirectional microphone boom positioned 
optimally for voice recording makes the ERGO 
the ideal on-ear headset for school testing, in the 
classroom, and beyond.

ERGO
HEADPHONE
TW-100 (3.5MM TRS)
TW-102 (USB-A)

The ERGO headphone was designed from the 
ground up to create better-sounding, more 
comfortable headphones. Informed by average 
human head proportions studies, the ERGO features 
ergonomically angled ear-cups and an optimized 
audio curve for continuous comfort and exceptional 
sound in lightweight construction—for students 
of all shapes and sizes. From in-school testing 
to distance learning, the ERGO will last through 
everyday usage—a first-rate headphone to keep 
everyone connected.

CHEW RESISTANT FABRIC CABLE

 ERGONOMICALLY 
 SHAPED EAR 
CUSHIONS

OMNI DIRECTIONAL
 FLIP-DOWN
MICROPHONE

 DURABLE
 POLYMER
CONSTRUCTION

 30MM DRIVERS
 DELIVERING HI
FIDELITY SOUND

 LIGHTWEIGHT
 CONSTRUCTION FOR
LONG-TERM USE

 LIGHTWEIGHT
 CONSTRUCTION FOR
LONG-TERM USE
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 VICTORY 250XG
GAMING HEADSET
The 250XG VICTORY Gaming headset provides 
an elevated level of audio quality and unparalleled 
comfort to gamers of all ages in a specially 
designed model. TWT Audio’s classic “comfort-first” 
construction, moisture-wicking ear pads, and unique 
ear cup swivel technology combine to minimize 
background noise. At the same time, the adjustable 

“Silicon Flex” flip-down omnidirectional microphone 
boom captures diverse vocal qualities and inflections—
without the distracting background noise. Utilizing 
sensitive omni capsule technology and custom-
designed 40mm drivers to provide a clear, impactful 
sonic experience, the 250XG headset uniquely 
complements the intense rush of gaming at home, in 
competition, and on the road.

TW250XG

TWT Audio’s newly improved 2nd Generation TW50 
LITE Headphone is explicitly designed to address 
the demands of students in educational settings. 
The streamlined headphone design is lighter than 
its predecessor, features a flexible memory-hold 
headband to fit listeners of all ages comfortably, 
and is constructed with polymer to ensure maximum 
durability. With a chew-resistant braided fabric cable 
that prevents damage from the toughest chewers, 
the TW50 LITE Headphone is a reliable and 
competitively priced option for everyday educational 
and classroom use.

TW-50 (3.5MM TRS)

LITE
HEADPHONE

 POWERFUL
40MM DRIVERS

 CREATE AN IMMERSIVE
GAMING EXPEREINCE

INLINE VOLUME CONTROL
WITH MIC MUTE

 SILICONE FLEX MIC BOOM

24MM THICK
MOISTURE-WICKING
MESH EAR CUSHIONS

 DESIGNED FOR
COMPETITIVE GAMING

 ACOUSTICALLY TUNED
 EAR CUPS EXCLUSIVELY
FOR GAMING

 CHEW RESISTANT
FABRIC CABLE

 HI FIDELITY
SOUND QUALITY

 LIGHTWEIGHT
 CONSTRUCTION FOR
LONG-TERM USE

 DURABLE
 POLYMER
CONSTRUCTION

 COMPETITIVELY
PRICED
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 WHAT MAKES
TWT AUDIO DIFFERENT?
TWT Audio is, above all, a customer-focused company. 
Every detail of the user experience is carefully 
considered and enhanced in each of our designs. We 
don’t confuse customers with exhausting lines of 
the same types of products. Instead, we design the 
best version possible to make decisions easy and 
straightforward. We want each and every customer to 
be delighted with the purchase of our products. To show 
this, we offer a warranty coverage program; should an 
issue arise, we only require a photo of the manufacturing 
defect. We believe every TWT Audio customer deserves 
top-quality service and care, and we welcome any 
feedback that helps us improve our products while 
cultivating audio innovation for the future.

The TWT Audio FLEX TRRS Adapter helps prevent 
pin breakage in your audio devices. Designed with a 
bendable “honeycomb” center for added structure 
and flexibility, the FLEX Adapter protects devices 
as a strain relief to mitigate broken headphone and 
headset jacks and costly device repairs. Sold in 
packs of 10.

TW-BC1 (3.5MM TRRS)  | 10 PACK

FLEX
ADAPTER

DURABLE DESIGN

3.5MM TRRS JACK

FLEXIBLE ADAPTER
REDUCES BREAKAGE

  3.5 X 0.5 X 0.5 INCHES 
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info@ThinkWrite.com
www.TWTAudio.com

The TWT Audio REVO, DURO and ERGO product lines carry a 2 year warranty free from manufacturers defects.
The TWT Audio LITE product line carries a 1 year warranty free from manufacturers defects.

To access our complete warranty information, please find this via our website at www.TWTAudio.com. 
For all warranty claims, please email info@ThinkWrite.com

D E S I G N E D  I N  C A R L S B A D ,  C A L I F O R N I A

TWT AUDIO WARRANTY


